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Another Function of Da and Desu in Japanese*
Masahiro MORIKAWA
0. Introduction
It has been widely assumed that da is a copula, whose formal/polite 
form is desu. Both of them appear to correspond to the English copular 
verb be. Thus, da/desu may be translated as ‘is’ in independent sentences 
like (1).
(1) Taroo-wa shinsetsu da/desu.
 Taro-Top kind       is/is(Formal)
 ‘(I’m asserting that) Taro is kind.’
In his recent paper, Takano (2004) reports that da and desu in (1) express 
the speaker’s or the writer’s assertion of the proposition ‘Taroo-wa shinsetsu,’ 
as shown in parentheses in (1).
When (1) is embedded in another sentence, da and desu behave differ-
ently, as illustrated in (2).
(2) Hanako-wa [
TP
 Taroo-ga  shinsetsu da/*desu to] omotte-iru.
 Hanako-Top    Taro-Nom kind      is        C  thinking-is
 ‘Hanako thinks that Taro is kind.’
It is clear that da is allowed in (2), while desu is not. It is also clear that 
da lacks the sense of assertion by the speaker, functioning only as a linking 
verb like the English be.
The purpose of this paper is to account for syntactic and semantic facts 
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about da/desu, and then show that there are functionally two types of 
da/desu. Section 1 examines da and desu in terms of tense specifi cation, 
structural positions, and semantics. In Section 2, based on the observation 
in Section 1, I will argue that they are used not only as a copula but as 
a speaker-oriented expression. In Section 3, I will discuss a theoretical 
implication of the argument developed in Section 2, referring to Morikawa 
(2003).
1. The Observation
To begin with, let us examine the lexical items da and desu in terms 
of tense. They appear to be in a non-past-tense form, as indicated in (1). 
The corresponding past-tense forms are assumed to be datta and deshita, 
respectively.
(3) Taroo-wa shinsetsu datta/deshita.
 Taro-Top kind       was/was(Formal)
 ‘Taro was kind.’
In the case of deshita, it is a fused form of des- and the past tense mor-
pheme ta. As for datta, it is not crystal clear where the doubled consonant 
of datta comes from. The word datta may be either a morphologically 
idiosyncratic form with past tense, or a contracted form of de-ar-ta, in 
which a copular verb ar is involved. In this paper, I simply assume that 
datta is a past-tense counterpart of da.1
Let us now consider the structural position of da and desu. Both of 
them can be attached to a tensed TP, as pointed out in Morikawa (2004): 
Usages like (4)–(5) can be observed in a dialect of modern Japanese or 
among pre-school children.
(4) a. [
TP
 kono mondai-wa   muzukashii]  da/*datta.
       this  problem-Top diffi cult-Pres
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  ‘(I’m asserting that) this problem is diffi cult.’
 b. [
TP
 iki-masu] desu/*deshita.
      go-Formal
  ‘(I’m asserting that) I’m going.’
(5) a. [
TP
 kono mondai-wa  muzukashikatta]  da/*datta.
                          diffi cult-Past
 b. [
TP
 iki-mashita] desu/*deshita.
      go-Formal-Past
The items da and desu in question cannot be in a past-tense form, as 
illustrated in (4a-b)–(5a-b). This leads us to assume that the da and desu 
in (4)–(5) are tenseless. In fact, this should be the case, since there is only 
one tense in a simplex independent sentence.
Finally, let us examine the semantics of da and desu. It is observed 
in Takano (2004) that da in an independent sentence like (6a) is used to 
convey the speaker’s or the writer’s assertion. On the other hand, de-ar-u 
in (6b), which contains the copular verb ar, expresses the writer’s inten-
tion of explaining the matter he or she is trying to convey to his or her 
audience.
(6) a. ningen-wa kangaeru ashi da.
  man-Top   thinking reed
  ‘(I’m asserting that) man is a thinking reed.’
 b. ningen-wa kangaeru ashi de-ar-u.
   man-Top   thinking reed    is
  ‘(I’m explaining that) man is a thinking reed.’
Takano (2004: 91)
Granting Takano’s observation, I call da in (6a) a ‘speaker-oriented expres-
sion’ (“SOE”), and understand the sentence containing an SOE to have 
an SOE interpretation. The formal/polite counterpart desu is also used as 
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an SOE, as can be seen in (4b) for example. It is important to notice that 
their past-tense counterparts are not SOEs. They are used only to function 
as a copula with past tense:
(7) Taroo-wa okane-ga    hitsuyoo datta/deshita.
 Taro-Top money-Nom need     was
 ‘Taro needed money.’
We now turn our attention to the semantics of da/desu in an embedded 
clause.
(8) a. Hanako-wa [
CP
 Taroo-ga   okane-ga    hitsuyoo da/datta to]
  Hanako-Top    Taro-Nom money-Nom need     is/was   C
  omotte-iru.
  thinking-is
  ‘Hanako thinks that Taro needs/needed money.’
 b. *Hanako-wa [
CP
 Taroo-ga okane-ga hitsuyoo
  desu/deshita to] omotte-iru.
  is(Formal)/was(Formal)
 c. Hanako-wa [
CP
 Taroo-ga okane-ga hitsuyoo da/datta to]
  omotte-imasu.
  thinking-be(Formal)
As seen in (8a), the SOE usage of da is not observed, let alone its past-
tense form datta. Note that the formal/polite counterparts are disallowed 
in the embedded clause, as shown in (8b). Notice that the well-formed 
counterpart (8c) contains the formal/polite form masu in the main clause. 
Notice also that if the embedded clause is in direct speech, then the da/desu 
is naturally taken as an assertion by the speaker:
(9) Hanako-wa [
CP
 “Taroo-ga okane-ga hitsuyoo da/desu,” to] itta.
                                                   SOE      C say-past
 ‘Hanako said, “Taro needs money.”
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In this case, a short pause is usually placed between the SOE da/desu 
and the C to.
As for the post-TP da and desu discussed with respect to their structural 
position, they function as SOEs: e.g., (4a-b), which are reproduced here 
as (10a-b).
(10) a. [
TP
 kono mondai-wa    muzukashii]    da.
       this   problem-Top diffi cult-Pres   SOE
  ‘(I’m asserting that) this problem is diffi cult.’
 b. [
TP
 iki-masu] desu.
       go-Formal SOE
  ‘(I’m asserting that) I’m going.’
As shown in the translation, it is da and desu which are responsible for 
an SOE interpretation. In fact, the SOE da/desu can be attached to almost 
any category.
(10) c. [
NP
 Hanako]-ga da/desu, sono himitsu-o  shitte-iru.
      Hanako-Nom SOE   that  secret-Acc knowing-is
  ‘(I’d like to point out that) it is Hanko who knows the secret.’
 d. Taroo-wa, [
PP
 gakkoo-de]-mo da/desu, konpyuutaa-geemu-o suru. 
  Taro-Top     school-at-even SOE    computer-game-Acc do
   ‘Taro plays a computer-game even at school (to our surprise/to 
my regret).’
 e. ... [
Conj
 shikashi] da/desu, boku-ni-wa yaru koto-ga     aru.
          but       SOE     I-Dat-Top   do   thing-Nom exist
  ‘(Let me tell you), however, I have something to do.’
 f. kimi-wa, [
Avd
 itsumo] da/desu, sooyatte umaku       kirinukeru. 
  you-Top      always  SOE     that-way successfully get-over
   ‘(I know that) it is always the case that you get over anything 
that way.’
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As shown in the translations, the da/desu in (10c-f) expresses the speaker’s 
assertion; the SOE in (10c), for example, expresses the speaker’s assertion 
about Hanako or Hanako’s secret and highlights it.
The foregoing discussion on da/desu can be summarized as follows.
(11) a.  Da and desu in an independent sentence are assumed to be in a 
non-past tense form, and they have their past-tense counterparts 
datta and deshita, respectively.
 b. The post-TP da and desu are tenseless.
 c-1.   Da and desu express the speaker’s assertion in an independent 
sentence.
   -2.   The past-tense datta and deshita do not have an SOE usage 
in an independent sentence. 
    -3.   Da and datta are not used as an SOE in an embedded clause, 
in which desu and deshita are disallowed.
   -4.   The da and desu which can be attached to TP/NP/PP/CONJ/
ADV are SOEs.
In order to explain the above facts about da/desu, I would like to present 
a syntactic analysis in the following section.
2. An Analysis of Da and Desu
It has been assumed that da and desu are copulas. Based on the facts 
in (11b) and (11c-4), however, it is plausible to assume the adjunct-like 
expression SOE as well, which is homophonous with the copula da/desu: 
The SOE da/desu carries [–tns, +assert(ion)] features, while the copula 
da/desu bears [+tns, –assert] features. As for the da and desu attached to 
other than TP in (11c-4)), they do not carry tense. This is because there is 
already one tense in the main predicate (e.g., (10c)), and because they, as an 
adjunct, resist the past tense morpheme; e.g., *shikashi datta/desita, boku-
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ni-wa yaru koto-ga aru. Cf. (10e). For expository purposes, the contrast in 
the copula da and the SOE da is shown in the skeletal structures below.
(12) a. Copula da:   [
TP
  ...  [ da] ]
                         [+tns, –assert]
 b. SOE da   :   [
TP
  ... ] [ da]
                         [–tns, +assert]
Since da and desu behave differently in an embedded clause (cf. (11c-3)), 
I will fi rst take up da, and then proceed to an examination of desu.
2.1. Da
If the assumption that the SOE da carries a [+assert] feature but the copula 
da does not is correct, then there arises a problem of the SOE reading of 
an independent sentence that ends with da, which appears to carry tense 
as shown in (1) and (3) (cf. (11c-1)). The problem is, why the copula da 
in an independent sentence appears to carry [+assert]? This problem can 
be solved by assuming the structure (12b) for the independent sentence in 
question. In this connection, let us consider the example (1), reproduced 
here as (13), and its possible structures (14a) and (14b).
(13) Taroo-wa shinsetsu da.
 ‘(I am asserting that) Taroo is kind.’
(14) a. [
TP
 Taroo-wa shinsetsu [
T
 ø ] ] [
SOE
 da]
                            [–past]   [+assert]
 b. [
TP
 Taroo-wa shinsetsu [
T
 da ] ]       [
SOE
 da]
                           [–past, –assert] [+assert]
In (14a) the SOE da is merged with the TP, whose head T is a null pres-
ent-tense copula ø. (For heuristic purposes, the detail of the theme particle 
wa is excluded throughout the paper.) It is not unreasonable to assume the 
null copula, since the da in (13) need not appear as seen in (15), which 
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lacks the SOE interpretation.
(15) hai, Taroo-wa shinsetsu.
 ‘Yes. Taro is kind.’
Alternatively, (14b) is a possible structure of (13), since we assumed the 
copula da to be tensed. Therefore, the TP containing a copula da merges 
with the SOE da. But the sequence of da-da in (14b) is not well-formed.2 
It cannot syntactically be excluded, because the past-tense copula datta 
can be followed by the SOE da: 
(16) [
TP
 Taroo-wa shinsetsu datta] da.
 ‘(I’m asserting to you that) Taro was kind.’
(16) is structurally equivalent to (5a), which is reproduced here as (17). 
Here, the SOE da is merged with the TP which contains the past-tense 
predicate muzukashi-katta ‘was diffi cult.’
(17) [
TP
 kono mondai-wa muzukashi-katta] da.
 ‘(I’m asserting that) this problem was diffi cult.’
It follows that if (14b) is chosen as a structure of (13), then there must 
be a morphological restriction at Phonetic Form (“PF”) to the effect that 
given the homophonous da, the SOE da wins or takes precedence over the 
copula da in an independent sentence. As a result, the copula da undergoes 
deletion. This assumption is not unjustifi able, judging from the fact that 
independent sentences like (13), which contains one da, are always read 
with an SOE interpretation.
Note that (18) cannot be a structure of (13), because it lacks a category 
specifying an SOE interpretation. 
(18) [
TP
 Taroo-wa shinsetsu [
T
 da]]
In fact, this can be an intermediate stage of the derivation, from which 
(14b) is produced. Thus, since sentence (13) carries an SOE interpretation, 
the copula da may not surface.
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In short, what appeared to be a copula da in an independent sentence 
was shown to be the SOE da which is preceded by a null copula or by 
the copula da which has been deleted at PF. The SOE da can also appear 
within an independent sentence. The past-tense copula datta can appear 
in either type of sentences. 
2.2. Desu
Let us next turn to desu, which is the formal/polite counterpart of the 
copula/SOE da, as discussed earlier. The SOE desu is illustrated in example 
(4b), reproduced as (19).
(19) [
TP
 ikimasu] desu.
             [–tns, +assert]
 ‘I will go.’
The SOE desu, which can merge with a tensed TP, expresses the speaker’s 
assertion. Unlike the copula da/datta, desu and its past-tense form deshita 
are disallowed in an embedded clause as stated in (11c-3) (Da and datta 
are not used as an SOE in an embedded clause, in which desu and deshita 
are disallowed):
(20) * Hanako-wa [
CP
 Taroo-ga gakusei desu/deshita to] omotte-iru.
   Hanako-Top    Taro-Nom student Cop         C  thinking-is
   ‘Hanako thinks that Taro was a student.’
The above sentence is parallel in status to (21a), in which the predicate 
contains a formal/polite form like masu.
(21) a. *Hanako-wa [
CP
 Taroo-ga   ki-masu      to]  omotte-iru.
   Hanako-Top    Taro-Nom come-Formal C   thinking-is
  ‘Hanako thinks that Taro is coming.’
 b. Hanako-wa [
CP
 Taroo-ga ku-ru to]   omottei-masu.
                              come-Pres thinking-Formal
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When masu is used in an embedded clause as in (21a), the sentence is 
disallowed.3 (21b), instead, is used. Analogously, the formal/polite desu 
and deshita are excluded in an embedded clause due to the [+formal] 
feature they carry. This ensures that the copula deshita can appear in an 
independent sentence like (22), which, of course, does not have an SOE 
interpretation.
(22) Taroo-wa shinsetsu deshita.  Cf. (1)
As for the copula desu in an independent sentence, which is homophonous 
with the SOE desu, I assume that the morphological restriction applying to 
the copula da also holds at PF. Thus, when the SOE desu is merged with 
the TP containing a copula desu (e.g., *Taroo-wa shinsetsu desu desu), 
it wins over the copula desu. If this assumption is correct, then we may 
expect the copula desu to be followed by the other SOE da. In fact, this 
is the case, as shown in the following example.
(23) [
TP
 [
NP
 washi] desu] da.
         I       Cop  SOE
 ‘(Don’t you realize/remember that) it’s me.’
Thus, the copulas da and desu are syntactically the same, except that desu 
has a [+formal] feature but da does not. It is this feature that blocks the 
appearance of desu in an embedded clause (cf. (11c-3)).
2.3. The SOE Da/Desu
In the preceding subsections, I have shown that the syntactic and semantic 
problems about da/desu, which were pointed out in Section 1, can be 
accounted for by setting up the new adjunct-like expression SOE. Before 
concluding this section, I would like to add two comments about the SOE. 
Consider (24a-b).
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(24) a. [[
TP
 ora-ga musume-ni   katte-yatta] da] desu.
       I-Gen daughter-Dat bought      SOE SOE
  ‘(I am asserting that) I bought (something) for my daughter.’
  Kuwabara (2004)
 b. ? [[
TP
 ora-ga musume-ni katte-yatta] desu] da.
Since there is one tense in a simplex independent sentence as we have 
assumed, the da and desu in (24a-b) are both judged as SOEs due to the 
TP which carries past tense (katte-yatta ‘bought’). Either of the two SOEs 
can come fi rst.4 With the second SOE in each case, the assertion by the 
speaker may sound more intensifi ed.
Next, the SOEs da and desu can occupy the structural position of pre-
sentential particles. 
(25) a. [kasa-ga        iru]-na/-yaro/-ne.
  umbrella-Nom need-I’m sure/isn’t it
   ‘I’m sure that you need an umbrella./You need an umbrella, 
don’t you?’
 b. [gakusei] desu-na/-yaro/-ne.
  student   SOE-I’m sure/isn’t it
   ‘I’m sure that you are a student./You are a student, aren’t 
you?’
 c. * [ gakusei]-na/-yaro/-ne desu.
Sentential particles like na, yaro ‘I’m sure’ and ne ‘isn’t it’ seen in (25a) 
can follow, but must not precede, the SOE desu, as shown in (25b-c). 
Moreover, da and desu must precede the question particle ka, which is 
widely assumed to be a C.
(26) a. moo    iki-mashita     desu ka?
  already go-Past(Formal)SOE Q
  ‘Is (he/she) gone yet?’
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 b. *iki-mashita ka desu?
This indicates that the SOE can appear between the IP layer and the CP 
layer.
3. A Theoretical Implication
The analysis of da/desu discussed so far has an interesting theoretical 
implication. It clarifi es the issue of the relation between da and de-ar-u: 
Nishiyama (1999) argues that da is derived from de-ar-u at PF. In Mori-
kawa (2003), it is assumed that da and de-ar-u have distinct derivations in 
grammar: da is a lexical item, while de-ar-u is a complex predicate fused 
at PF. Put differently, da is not a contracted form of de-ar-u. If it were, 
de-ar-u could be replaced with da as Nishiyama assumes contrary to fact. 
In this connection, consider the following examples.
(27) a. SOE da:
  [
TP
 kono mondai-wa   muzukashii] da/*de-ar-u.  Cf. (4a)
  ‘(I’m asserting that) this problem is diffi cult.’
 b. Copula da:
  Hanako-wa [
CP
 Taroo-ga okane-ga hitsuyoo da/*de-ar-u to] 
  omotte-iru.                 Cf. (8a)
  ‘Hanako thinks that Taro needs/needed money.’
Da cannot be a variant of de-ar-u, as shown above. The sentence (27a) 
with de-ar-u is disallowed. In (27b), de-ar-u cannot replace da with the 
intended meaning intact: the meaning of the da is ‘neutral,’ in the sense 
that it functions as a linking verb, while that of de-ar-u retains the writer’s 
intention of explaining the proposition (cf. Takano 2004).
If the preceding analysis is correct, then it is unnecessary to take into 
consideration the Economy Principle in Chomsky (1995), which played 
an important role in the Japanese complex predicate involving the copular 
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verb ar (See Morikawa (to appear)). One of the examples given there is 
the auxiliary nakerebanaranai ‘must,’ which takes as its complement either 
VP as shown in (28a), or Predicative Copula Phrase (“PCP”) as shown 
in (28b).
(28) a. Hanako-wa [
VP
 Tokyoo-e ika]-nakerebanaranai.
  Hanako-Top    Tokyo-to go-must
  ‘Hanako must go to Tokyo.’
 b. hito-wa [
PCP
 shoojiki-de]-(*ara)-nakerebanaranai.
  person-Top  honest-PC-be-must
  ‘One has to be honest.’
 c. Hanako-wa [
PCP
 shoojiki-de]-ar-u.
  Hanako-Top     honest-PC-be-Pres
  ‘Hanako is honest.’
The head of PCP can take as its complement the nominal adjective shoojiki 
‘honest.’ The PCP must be followed by the copular verb ar when no auxiliary 
follows it, as illustrated in (28c). In order to account for the absence of ar 
in (28b), I introduced the Economy Principle, which requires the structure 
to contain as few constituents as possible.
  The Economy Principle based account is irrelevant to the choice of 
da or de-ar-u in (27). The difference in meaning between the SOE/Cop 
da and de-ar-u induces their structural difference. Thus, the present paper 
lends further support to the analysis in Morikawa (2003).
Footnotes
* I am indebted to Sosei Aniya for the clarifi cation of the issue in the present 
paper.
1  The derivation of datta is a complicated issue, which I will not go into detail. 
The issue does not affect the main point of the present paper.
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2  There is a similar phenomenon observed in Kuno (1973) that the sequence of the 
genitive no and a pronominal no is changed to a single no:
 (i) a. John-no  hon to     Mary-no hon
   John-Gen book and Mary-Gen book
   ‘John’s book and Mary’s’
  b. *John-no hon to Mary-no no
  c. John-no hon to Mary-no
As seen in (ib), where the second no, a pronominal, refers to the N hon, the sequence 
of the genitive no and the pronominal no is excluded; the two no’s are changed to 
a single no, as seen in (ic).
From a cross-linguistic viewpoint, Murasugi (2005) tries to syntactically account 
for the no in examples like (ic) by assuming an NP deletion under agreement be-
tween the head D and its specifi er. Thus, the relevant part of the structure of (ic) 
is represented as in (ii).
 (ii)  [
DP
 Mary [
D
 ø] [
NP
 ø]]
Genitive no is assigned to the NP Mary within the DP. Her analysis is appealing, 
though there is a question of exactly what kind of agreement can be observed between 
the null head D and its specifi er in Japanese. See Morikawa (1993) for further 
discussions on the earlier version of Murasugi’s analysis.
3  When the main predicate is replaced with itta ‘said’ in (21a), the sentence becomes 
acceptable, even if a pause is not placed between the C to and itta.
 (i)  Hanako-wa  [ Taroo-ga ki-masu to] itta.
      ‘Hanako said, “Taro is coming.”
I consider this example a type of direct speech.
4  I assume that theoretically speaking, more than one SOE may be possible, but the 
multiple use of SOE should be avoided for pragmatic reasons. It is for the same reason 
that a multiple utterance of quantifi ers like many is not preferred in English. 
 (i)  ‘??There were many, many, many, many people out in the street.’
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